TITLE: Urging the U.S. Secretary of Education to Take Substantive Action Regarding Schools with “Native” Sports Stereotypes

WHEREAS, we, the members of the National Congress of American Indians of the United States, invoking the divine blessing of the Creator upon our efforts and purposes, in order to preserve for ourselves and our descendants the inherent sovereign rights of our Indian nations, rights secured under Indian treaties and agreements with the United States, and all other rights and benefits to which we are entitled under the laws and Constitution of the United States, to enlighten the public toward a better understanding of the Indian people, to preserve Indian cultural values, and otherwise promote the health, safety and welfare of the Indian people, do hereby establish and submit the following resolution; and

WHEREAS, the National Congress of American Indians (NCAI) was established in 1944 and is the oldest and largest national organization of American Indian and Alaska Native tribal governments; and

WHEREAS, the NCAI called on the U.S. Secretary of Education “to urge all schools, which have a federal nexus and which use “Native” sports stereotypes, to change their team names, logos, mascots and behaviors to those that do not violate the human or civil rights of Native Peoples or of any students” (Commending Efforts to Eliminate Racist Stereotypes in Sports and Calling on the U.S. President and Congress to Combat These Continuing Affronts to Native Peoples, NCAI Resolution #TUL-13-050, October 18, 2013); and

WHEREAS, even though one year has passed, the Secretary of Education has not urged any schools to change their team identities or behaviors; and

WHEREAS, the Secretary of Education has not issued guidance to schools on the injurious nature of these practices or taken any substantive action whatsoever; and

WHEREAS, the Education Department’s Office of Civil Rights has consistently ruled against Native Peoples’ interests, regarding complaints in this issue area; and

WHEREAS, the Office of Civil Rights and the White House Initiative on Indian Education urged the Education Secretary to undertake “listening sessions” on the subject, however, the Department of Education did not schedule any listening sessions for an entire year, and then conducted only minimal outreach and scheduled one hearing with two day’s notice; and

WHEREAS, there has been scientific research conducted to determine the harmful psychological effects these “Native” sports mascots on our Native youth; and
WHEREAS, according to studies conducted by Dr. Stephanie Fryberg and her colleagues, American Indian and Alaska Native high school and college students had a consistent, negative reaction to stereotypical mascots, such as Chief Wahoo of the Cleveland Indians, because these images and names remind Native youth of the limited ways in which others see them, which in turn restricts how they see themselves; and, importantly, non-native youths self esteem rose when presented with the same images; and

WHEREAS, the American Psychological Association has determined that these representations also undermine the ability of Native nations and people to portray themselves accurately as distinct and diverse cultures, and that stereotypical images are a dominant culture’s prejudiced representations of a racial or ethnic minority group; and

WHEREAS, while we support the Department of Education’s efforts to hold these listening sessions in Indian Country, it still has not taken any formal action to change these “Native” sports stereotypes in schools today.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that NCAI again urges the U.S. Secretary of Education to urge all schools, which have a federal nexus and which use “Native” sports stereotypes, to change their team names, logos, mascots and behaviors to those that do not violate the human or civil rights of Native Peoples or of any students; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that NCAI urges the Secretary of Education to issue guidance to schools regarding the injurious nature of educational athletic programs’ practices of “Native” name-calling, mascotting and cultural appropriation, and that these practices are emotional violence and bullying against Native students; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that NCAI urges the Secretary of Education to take substantive actions to benefit Native students and to take such actions in accordance with those provisions of the United Nations’ Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which the United States has endorsed, regarding discrimination against Indigenous Peoples and the right of Indigenous Peoples to determine our own identities and to not have false identities or personalities imposed on us; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that NCAI urges the Secretary of Education, in coordination with other federal entities, to conduct listening sessions, notifications, data collection and reporting in a transparent manner, and to expedite consultation with Native Peoples on the draft conclusions and recommendations resulting from the sessions; and

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that this resolution shall be the policy of NCAI until it is withdrawn or modified by subsequent resolution.
CERTIFICATION

The foregoing resolution was adopted by the General Assembly at the 2014 Annual Session of the National Congress of American Indians, held at the Hyatt Regency Atlanta, October 26-31, 2014 in Atlanta, Georgia, with a quorum present.
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